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BOLLORÉ LOGISTICS OPENS TWO NEW OFFICES IN SPAIN
Bolloré Logistics Spain continues its deployment in Spain with the opening of two new offices in Vigo
and Burgos both of them being depending from Bilbao Branch. By expanding its scope activity, Bolloré
Logistics is strengthening its presence in Spain and demonstrates its willingness to offer its global
customers and regional companies a personalised and local service but also to support large groups in
their international development.
Located in the region of Castile and Léon, the Burgos office will allow Bolloré Logistics to develop its
local business specially in the cosmetics vertical and to get closer to its customers and strategic partners.
Strategically placed in the Galicia area, the Vigo office will support the development of the company’s
automotive vertical, strengthening its business partnerships and facilitating end-to-end solutions.
“The opening of these two new offices is a major step in our development strategy. It perfectly suits with
the objective to accelerate our growth at regional level while reinforcing our relationships with our
customers. We hope to extend our presence in the country in the near future capitalizing on our global
network and expertise in key markets such as automotive and cosmetics.” said Luis Martinez, Spain
Managing Director of Bolloré Logistics.
Appointed at the head of the Burgos office, Tomás Alonso have a strong background and knowledge of
the market. Coming from DB Schenker, he will responsible for reinforcing the cosmetics area for Bolloré
Logistics. As for Jon Ander González, newcomer in the company, he will manage the Vigo Office. Having
previously worked for GEFCO, he will use his extensive work experience to breathe a new life into the
automotive vertical.
About Bolloré Logistics Spain
Bolloré Logistics Spain is present in the country since 2014. The company has established 7 offices,
located in Valencia (Head office), Madrid, Barcelona, Bilbao, Seville, Burgos and Vigo. With a workforce
of 140 people, it continues to invest in order to provide tailor-made logistics solutions for multimodal
transport, customs clearance, warehousing, inventory and freight management as well as industrial
project logistics. It also has strong expertise in various key sectors such as aerospace, food products,
automotive, healthcare and automotive.
www.bollore-logistics.com
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